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Sole, provides
innovative solar power solution
Sole ™ designs and manufactures innovative solar
tracking solutions.
Sole is a company focusing on solar trackers designing and
manufacturing in Germany. It is currently the largest solar trackers
supplier in Germany and it is one of the leading high-tech company
accredited by German government offers a comprehensive line of
solar tracking systems including single and dual solar trackers. It
offers qualified products through continues technology innovation
and always values customer’s needs as the highest priority. The
company current annual production output is around 500MW.
Sole ™ designs and manufactures innovative solar tracking
solutions. Sole designs, fabricates, manufactures and delivers
solar trackers directly to our client, allowing our clients to have
direct input into the value chain cycle. Also, this end-to-end
process, allows Sole to control the quality and provides our
clients with one single point of contact.

Sole provides endto-end solar tracking
solutions, by owning the
design, fabrication and
manufacturing process.
Sole is headquarted
in Mannheim, Germany and
specializes in single-axis
tracker and double-axis
trackers systems along
with fixed structures.
S o l e ’s U S s a l e s t e a m
is also available to discuss
your project.

Sole’s solar industry leadership includes 14 patents as well as
the distinction of being the first and only solar tracking company to
develop UL standards, along with CE approvals.
In 2010, Sole designed and implemented one of the largest
solar tracking projects in Asia.

R&D Center

A glance at SOLE facility
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Why Solar Tracker
Electricity Production
Using Various Mounting Schemes

Why Solar Tracker
Solar panels are usually set up to be
in full direct sunshine at the middle of
the day facing South in the Northern
Hemisphere, or North in the Southern
Hemisphere. Therefore morning and
evening sunlight hits the panels at
an acute angle reducing the total
amount of electricity which can be
generated each day.

Comparison Diagram of
Dual-Axis Tracker & Fixed-Angle Installation

A solar tracker is a device onto which
solar panels are fitted which tracks
the motion of the sun across the
sky ensuring that the maximum
amount of sunlight strikes the panels
throughout the day. When compared
to the price of the PV solar panels
themselves, the cost of a solar tracker
is relatively low.
Sole provides single- and doubleaxis solar tracking systems and owns
proprietary intellectual property
rights. Single-axis solar trackers
can typically lead to an increase in
electricity generation of 20-35%,
while dual-axis trackers can lead to
an increase of 35-45% in most North
America and Europe regions.

Double Axis Solar Tracker

Fixed Angle Installation

Sole 's Innovative Products
Ensure you maximize the return on your investment.
Sole’s single- and double-axis solar trackers uses cutting edge sustainable
technology to maximize solar output. The solar tracking systems incorporate the
design of our 20+ solar patents to ensure clients receive industry leading technology
in both design and development.
Compared to double-axis trackers, which can deliver maximized solar output,
the benefit of a single-axis tracker is that the low profile allows for reduced wind
resistance along with lower maintenance costs.
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Technical Details

2

Double-Axis Tracker(25m or below)
Dual-axis solar tracker can generate 35%-45% more power
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Technical Details

Model : WXHY-35DT

2

Double-Axis Tracker(above 25m )
1. PV module configurations can be customized based available module dimension and number of modules per
string;
2. Motor power supply can be customized based on available local power supply;
3. Foundations can also be made with anchor bolts, direct bolt anchoring, etc.;
4. Light sensing controller: Sole in-house developed hybrid light sensing controller constantly checks the
differential signals from two pairs (azimuth & elevation directions) of light sensors, and drives the tracker to face
the sun normally. When it is cloudy, light sensing mode will be put on idle, while timing control takes in charge,
allowing the tracker to continue moving from East to West;
5. PLC-based timing control: PLC-based timing controller trackers the sun based on local latitude, longitude and
time using astronomical programming. PLC controller allows users to read tracker status from front-panel display
or through Ethernet/Internet. Sole also implemented state-of-the-art shade-avoidance technology with
back tracking using PLC controller;
6. Warranty: Sole trackers are designed and manufactured to be maintenance free over its lifetime. Annual
maintenance cost after 5 years is expected to be minimal, only around 0.1-0.2% of the initial tracker system cost;
7. Tracker manual control: A tracker or a group of trackers can be controlled manually to move
East-West and Up-Down by switches inside the electrical cabinet;
8. Centralized control: A group of trackers up to 1MW photovoltaic power can be controlled
by one centralized control unit, allowing cost-saving and better tracking uniformity.
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Technical Details

Single-Axis Tracker
Single-axis solar tracker can generate 20-35% more power
Wind load: 190km/hr
Easy installation, maintenance free
1. Axis Tilt: For an installation site with latitude less or equal to 40 degrees, single-axis trackers with horizontal or
tilted axis (0° to 35°) are recommended. When axis tilt approaches from zero to latitude, more solar energy can
be harvested but at costs of more material and land use, and less stability under gusty wind. For an installation
site with latitude larger than 40 degrees, single-axis trackers with tilted axis (5° to 35°) or vertical axis are
recommended;
2-4,6-9: Same as for double-axis trackers, shown on page 09;
5. Automatic light sensing control: Sole in-house developed hybrid light sensing controller constantly
checks the differential signals from a pair of light sensors, and drives the tracker to maximize solar energy
collected. When it is cloudy, light sensing mode will be put on idle, while timing control takes in charge, allowing
the tracker to continue moving from East to West;
7. Warranty: Sole trackers are designed and manufactured to be maintenance free over its lifetime. Annual
maintenance cost after 5 years is expected to be minimal, only around 0.1% of the initial
tracker system cost.
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Fixed frame 180W panels

Roof-Top Mounting System
Ground Fixed Mounting System
Can be mounted on either concrete foundation or using foundation screws
Can be connected in a row
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Sole's Technology Highlights
Some of our industry-leading sustainable technology highlights include:
TM

- Hybrid Light Sensing System - Sole in-house developed hybrid light sensing controller

constantly checks the differential signals from two pairs (azimuth & elevation directions) of light sensors,
and drives the tracker to face the sun normally. When it is cloudy, light sensing mode will be put on idle,
while timing control takes in charge, allowing the tracker to continue moving from East to West. This
hybrid design can make the sun tracking more accurate and avoid the “over tracking” problem seen in
light-sensor only control system.

- Energy Efficient Design – The motor power is very low. The accumulative rotating time for motor
is no more than 1 hour every day. So the power consumption is no more than than 1/500th – 1/200th of
the photovoltaic power generated. This design has minimized the system power loss which guarantees
the system long life time as 25 years.

- Backtracking Technology and Wind Retraction – In the earlier hours of the morning and later

hours of the afternoon (approximate before 9:00 in the morning and after 16:00 at the afternoon), the
sun will cause a long shadow for the tracking arrays. The solar panels power output will dramatically
decline. Our backtracking technology can make the panels arrays rotate on the opposite direction to the
sun direction so as to avoid any of the shadow it may cause. When wind storms and gusts exceed the
limits, our tracker will adjust to lay flat to ensure you receive the maximum life on your investment.
15
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- Master-Controller Center – To control many of the branch tracking systems with a centrol control
system. Our Master-Controller Center gives you the flexibility to lower your maintenance cost by having
master control across all of your trackers. When sand storms or wind storms occur you only need to
switch one manual controller to group control the whole plant. This synchronization system ensures that
all of your trackers are in unison instead of having to spend extra time recalibrating each tracker.

- Encapsulated Gearbox – As part of the tracker drive system, Sole developed in-house
2

encapsulated gearboxes are used in double-axis trackers with area of 25m or below and all models of
single-axis trackers. The gearbox has passed IP54, sand storm and salt air resistance tests, to ensure its
25+ year lifetime in severe weather/environmental conditions.

- Customization – Although Sole has standard designs of 25m2, 35m2, and 50m2 readily available,
we can also customize to your exact project needs according to solar panels power and dimension, the
latitude and longitude of the installation location, the wind speed, the inverter specification, the land soil
type and any other requirements.

- Wider Tracking Range – For horizontal or tilted single-axis trackers, the maximized tracking range is
from -70° to 70°, offering 4-5% more solar energy output comparing with a tracking range of -45° to 45°.
www.sole-energy.eu
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Sole's - Differentiators
TM

Sole's proprietary Hybrid Light Sensing System along with our energy efficient design ensures
that you get maximum return on your investment. Our Backtracking Technology, Wind Retraction and
Encapsulated gearbox ensures the long-term success of your project. And our 10-Year Warranty, 3rd
Party Guarantee and Complimentary Post Implementation Support ensures your investment is secure.

Industry Leadership – Our solar industry leadership starts with the quality of our designs. Sole ™
is on process of UL application and it is the first Company to develop the Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
standards for Solar Tracking in the US. In addition, in Europe we are CE certified. We have also received
awards for our industry innovation, including the 1st Black Horse Company awarded by Founder
magazine. Lastly, as a member of the SEIA, SEPA and ASES, we understand that sustainable solutions
and renewable standards are the cornerstone of the solar industry.

The Sole Guarantee – Sole offers a Five-Year Warranty for our single- and double-axis
tracking systems. In addition, we also include Chubb Insurance. This 3rd party guarantee provides you
the comfort and confidence that you will be supported for the life of your project.

Free Site Installation Instruction – For post implementation support on 1MW or above projects,
our solar engineers will come to your location to provide free site installation instruction.

Design to Delivery – Sole believes in the quality of our products, and we ensure quality
throughout the process. Sole owns the design, fabrication and manufacturing facilities to ensure
quality design and workmanship throughout the process including compliance to ISO9001.

Sole Qualifications – Sole is an international solar tracking firm specializing in providing
our clients with innovative sustainable tracking solutions. Our clients span the globe, including those
from USA, Canada, Italy, Germany, Austria, Australia, Chile, Turkey, India, Israel, Portugal, Russia, Slovakia
and China, etc.
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Sole Qualifications
Single-Axis Trackers - 10MW Business Case
Client: CGNPC/Enfinity – Dunhuang Project
Location: China
Client Profile: CGNPC (China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group) is a world-leading nuclear power
conglomerate in China, with over twenty subsidiaries, including its Solar Power Division based in Beijing.
CGNPC's assets exceed 22 billion US dollars, with annual electricity production exceeds 30 billion kilowatt
hours.
http://www.cgnpc.com.cn
Enfinity was founded in 2005 in Belgium. Its core business is to project, develop, realize, manage and
finance renewable energy projects especially in solar and wind. Enfinity also acts as an EPC contractor.
Enfinity has developed solar projects surpassing 400MW+ in Europe, US and Asia.
http://www.enfinity.biz/

Solution: Sole provided solar trackers (WXHY-35ST) for CGNPC/Enfinity which developed China’s
largest and first Photovotaic power station. The 10MW PV project in Dunhuang City, announced it has
fixed its on-grid electricity price at 1.09 yuan/kWh ($0.163 USD). This project serves as a solar power
baseline for establishing the China Solar Power FIT Program.
The Dunhuang PV Project involves an investment of 200 million yuan($30M USD) with an annual power
production of 19.5Million KWh, and a franchised operation term of 25 years.
Sole provided 10MW horizontal single axis solar trackers over a four month period. Sole
fabricated, manufactured, delivered and installed the tracking system on-site, while consulting the client
on how to optimize their solar output.
Sole's counsel in the overall design was instrumental to the project. Sole developed the
design for the stabilizing concrete base as well as the optimal layout for the entire solar farm to ensure
optimal land-use efficiency. These factors included maximizing output, shadow avoidance, and land use
efficiency.

Product: Horizontal Single-Axis Tracker (Model: WXHY-35ST)
2

Number of Trackers Installed: 2280 35m Horizontal Single-Axis Trackers
(Installation completed on August 2010)
Issue: The National Energy Administration embarked on establishing the FIT Tariff for PR China. Sole
was the single source provider of Solar Trackers for this project. CGNPC/Enfinity provided the complete
solar solution to the National Energy Administration in the winning bid, which utilized all solar tracking
technology from Sole. The National Energy Administration’s focus was to deliver the FIT Tariff
standard that would be used to provide guidelines for future solar subsidies in China.
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Sole Qualifications
Double-Axis Trackers - 100KW Business Case
Client: MS Technology, S.R.O.
Location: Slovakia
Client Profile: MS Technology, S.R.O. is a private investment firm located in Bardejov, Slovakia. The
corporate focus is to maximize FIT Tariff payback in the European marketplace. The client has a good
understanding of the government incentive program.

Solution: Sole customized the tracker design to match the overall land footprint as well as the
2
panel size. This customization lead to the design of a 20m tracking solution that maximized the client’s
real estate and land usage. Although the Slovakian governmental regulations capped their solar
capacity at 100Kw, MS Technology, S.R.O. was able to increase their throughput and ROI by leveraging
the double-axis tracker design.
The 20m2 double-axis trackers (Model: WXHY-20DT) allowed the client to achieve this goal of an
increase output of >40%, reaching a peak of 45% over baseline. The 20DT trackers minimized their risk
by minimizing wind damage as well, through the retraction design during heavy wind gusts.

Product: Double-Axis Solar Trackers (Model: WXHY-20DT)
Number of Trackers Installed: 37 Double-Axis Solar Trackers (Model: WXHY-20DT)
(Installation completed on November 2010)
Issue: Based on previous experience, MS Technology, S.R.O. wanted to increase the output of their solar
investment. Instead of a fixed installation, the client sought to increase output > 40%. In the design
phase of the solar farm planning, MS Technology, S.R.O. looked to incorporate solar tracking solutions for
a greater ROI. The client had a unique need for a custom tracking design that would adapt to his field of
installation and solar panel/inverter configuration.
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If You Choose Sole , You Can Get
Foundation Planning and Overall Site Map Design
Foundation Planning: Sole can provide extensive foundational plans. The foundation
is based on a few factors including the soil type, wind load and landscape. Once we are able
to access the site in person or obtain these information from clients, we can provide more
details on the area.
Overall Site Map Design: Sole have professional electrical, mechanical and civil
engineers available to build designs for the overall project including civil work, electrical
installation, wiring along with providing site installation instruction. Sole can design
the project according to the site map and the panels power, along with making the most
reasonable distribution of the project.
Sole Research : You will have 24/7 access to Sole ’s research and formulas as we
work with you, side by side, during the installation. We calculate the power generation
rate according to the longitude and latitude along with the light irradiation condition at the
installation site.
Post Implementation On-Site Support: After the installation and implementation, Sole
will conduct on site visits after the installation for the first year to ensure you are reaching
your goals.
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Installation
To ensure your investment is properly set up and installed, Sole will provide a dedicated
on-site Project Manager to ensure your investment is maximized.
Dedicated Project Manager: Sole will provide a dedicated site project manager to
ensure the installation goes as planned along with commissioning the equipment. As part of
this role, the PM will coordinate with civil companies, electrical installation companies and
panels suppliers to ensure everyone is on target and integrating with the other teams.
Accelerated Installation and Cost Savings: Instead of welding and time exhaustive
assembly, Sole will provide accelerated installation of your large projects. For a 1MW
project, typical installations only require 20 workers for 6 days. Extensive equipment and
machinery is not required for the installation and will result in a cost savings.

Patent & Certification
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